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We numerically study level statistics of disordered interacting quantum many-body systems. A
two-parameter plasma model which controls level repulsion exponent β and range h of interactions
between eigenvalues is shown to reproduce accurately features of level statistics across the transition
from ergodic to many-body localized phase. Analysis of higher order spacing ratios indicates that
the considered β-h model accounts even for long range spectral correlations and allows to obtain a
clear picture of the flow of level statistics across the transition. Comparing spectral form factors
of β-h model and of a system in the ergodic-MBL crossover, we show that the range of effective
interactions between eigenvalues h is related to the Thouless time which marks the onset of quantum
chaotic behavior of the system. Analysis of level statistics of random quantum circuit which hosts
chaotic and localized phases supports the claim that β-h model grasps universal features of level
statistics in transition between ergodic and many-body localized phases also for systems breaking
time-reversal invariance.
Many-body localization (MBL) [1, 2] is a robust phe-
nomenon of ergodicity breaking in disordered interacting
quantum many-body systems [3–6]. It has attracted con-
siderable attention over the last decade, notable findings
include an emergent integrability of MBL phase due to
the existence of local integrals of motion (LIOMs) [3, 7–
10] and an associated unbounded logarithmic growth of
the bipartite entanglement entropy after a quench from
a separable state [11, 12]. A wide regime of subdiffusive
transport on the ergodic side of the transition was found
[13–15]. Signatures of MBL have been observed experi-
mentally in 1D [16, 17] and in 2D system [18], however,
the stability of MBL in 2D is still debated [19].
Spectral statistics of ergodic systems with (without)
time reversal invariance follow predictions of Gaussian or-
thogonal (unitary) ensemble (GOE, GUE, respectively)
of random matrices [20, 21] while eigenvalues of local-
ized systems are uncorrelated resulting in Poisson statis-
tics (PS). A ratio of consecutive spacings between energy
levels
r
(n)
i = min{
Ei+2n − Ei+n
Ei+n − Ei ,
Ei+n − Ei
Ei+2n − Ei+n } (1)
was proposed as a simple probe of the level statistics in
[22] with n = 1 and employed in investigation of ergod-
icity breaking in various settings [23–30]. Higher order
spacing ratios (n > 1), studied in [31–34], are valuable
tools to assess properties of level statistics. In contrast to
standard measures such as level spacing distribution or
number variance they do not require the so called unfold-
ing, i.e. the procedure of setting density of energy levels
ρ(E) to unity which can lead to misleading results [35].
Recently, an analytical understanding of an appearance
of random matrix theory statistics in systems without a
clear semiclassical limit have been developed in a period-
ically driven Ising models [36, 37] or in random Floquet
circuits [38]. Variants of such systems have been argued
to undergo ergodic-MBL transition [39, 40].
In this work we consider a two-parameter β-h model
which takes into account two features of correlations be-
tween eigenvalues: a level repulsion determined by ex-
ponent β and the number h of interacting neighboring
eigenvalues. We demonstrate that distributions of higher
order spacing ratios r(n) in the whole crossover between
ergodic and MBL regimes in disordered XXZ spin chain
are faithfully captured by β-h model and the obtained β
and h parameters provide a simple perspective on short-
range and long-range spectral correlations. The latter,
captured effectively by the interaction range h, are fur-
ther investigated by means of spectral form factor re-
vealing a link between h and Thouless time. A similar
analysis of a local Haar-random unitary nearest-neighbor
quantum circuit system introduced in [39] indicates that
also in such a generic system the short-range and long
range spectral statistics can be grasped within the β-h
model, demonstrating the robustness of observed features
of level statistics.
β-h model. Joint probablity density function (JPDF)
of eigenvalues of matrix from GOE (GUE) with β =
1 (β = 2) can be written as a partition function
of a fictitious 1D gas of particles P(E1, ..., EN ) =
Z−1N e
−βE(E1,...,EN ) where ZN is a normalization constant
and the energy E includes a trapping potential U(E) ∝
E2 and pairwise logarithmic interactions V (|E − E′|) =
− log(|E−E′|). We consider N particles (eigenvalues) in
a ring geometry E0 < ... < EN < EN+1, EN+1+k = Ek
mod N which automatically confines the particles ren-
dering the trapping potential U(E) unnecessary. Thus,
the JPDF can be written as
Pβh (E1, ..., EN ) = Z−1N
N∏
i=0
|Ei − Ei+1|β ...|Ei − Ei+h|β .
(2)
The GOE (GUE) case is obtained when h→∞ with the
appropriate value of β. The form of (2) suggests various
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2ways to obtain model of level statistics with properties
intermediate between GOE (GUE) and PS. For instance,
one can keep h→∞ and vary β, obtaining the so called
β-Gaussian ensemble. When h is an integer number
which sets the number of correlated neighboring eigenval-
ues one arrives at the so called short-range plasma model
introduced in [41] (see also [42, 43]). In this work we ex-
tend the model by allowing h to be a real number. De-
noting by b.c the floor function, the factor in (2) becomes
|Ei − Ei+1|β ...|Ei − Ei+bhc|β |Ei − Ei+bhc+1|β(h−bhc)),
hence defining a β-h model where h ∈ [1,∞) and β ∈
[0, 1] (β ∈ [0, 2]) for GOE(GUE)-PS transition. Vary-
ing continuously h and β allows us to capture spectral
statistics of disordered quantum many-body systems in
crossover between ergodic and MBL regimes, while a sim-
ple form of JDPF of β-h model yields insight into cor-
relations between eigenvalues. To sample JPDF of β-h
model we use the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm [44] as
the semi-analytic approach [41] is no longer applicable
for non-integer h, for available analytic results see [45].
XXZ spin chain. We consider disordered XXZ spin-1/2
chain with Hamiltonian given by
H = J
L∑
i=1
~Si · ~Si+1 +
L∑
i=1
hiS
z
i , (3)
where ~Si are spin-1/2 matrices, J = 1 is fixed as the
energy unit, periodic boundary conditions are assumed
~SK+1 = ~S1 and hi ∈ [−W,W ] are independent, uni-
formly distributed random variables. The model (3) has
been widely studied in the MBL context [11, 23, 25, 46–
52]. In particular, the problem of level statistics in this
model in the crossover from ergodic to MBL phases has
been addressed in [53–56]. Recently, the β-Gaussian en-
semble was considered as a model of level statistics in the
ergodic to MBL crossover [57]. It reproduces level corre-
lations only on a single level spacing scale while missing
longer-range spectral correlations (see [45] for a detailed
comparison also with other models). Eigenvalues of the
XXZ spin chain (3) are obtained either by a full exact
diagonalization for system sizes L = 14, 16, or with shift-
and-invert method [58] for L = 18, 20. For each W we
accumulate eigenvalues from 2000 (400) disorder realiza-
tions for L ≤ 18 (L = 20). The higher order spacing
ratios (1) are calculated using 500 eigenvalues from the
middle of many-body spectrum.
The resulting distributions of higher order spacing ra-
tios for n = 1, 3, 5, 8 are shown in Fig. 1. Parameters
for β-h model are obtained by minimizing the devia-
tion between P (r(n)) distributions for XXZ spin chain
and β-h model (each of the considered values of n taken
with the same weight). A very good agreement between
the distributions obtained for the XXZ spin chain (3)
and predictions of β-h model is observed in the whole
crossover between ergodic regime with GOE level statis-
tics and MBL regime with PS. We note that both pa-
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FIG. 1. Distributions of higher order spacing ratios of dis-
ordered XXZ spin chain (3) of size L = 18 for various disorder
strengths W are denoted by markers. Lines correspond to β-h
model with parameters shown in panel c). Grey dashed lines
correspond to P (r(n)) distributions for GOE and PS.
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FIG. 2. Markers show the average higher order gap ra-
tios ∆r(n) (see text) as function of n for disorder strengths
W = 1.8, 2, 2.2, 2.4, 2.6, 2.8, 3, 3.4, 4 (from top to bottom)
for XXZ chain of size L = 18. Corresponding fits of β-h
model are drawn by solid lines, the β, h parameters are the
same as in Fig. 1, additional W = 2.4, 2.8, 3.4, are fitted by
β = 0.90, 0.46, 0.18 and h = 3.60, 1.70, 1.30 respectively. Or-
ange dotted line corresponds to β-Gaussian ensemble with
β = 0.52. Grey dashed lines correspond to ∆r(n) for GOE
and PS respectively.
rameters β and h are needed to reproduce the P (r(n))
distributions for n ≥ 1. To demonstrate that the agree-
ment between predictions β-h model and level statistics
of XXZ spin chain in ergodic-MBL crossover persists to
larger energy scales, we calculate ∆r(n) = r(n) − r(n)PS ,
where r(n) is the average value of n’th order spacing ra-
tio r(n) and r
(n)
PS is the n’th order average gap ratio for
PS. The resulting values of ∆r(n) as function of n are
shown in Fig. 2. Even though the parameters of β-h
model are determined by fit of P (r(n)) for n = 1, 3, 5, 8
only, the good agreement between ∆r(n) for XXZ spin
chain and for β-h model persists up to n = 50. We note
that ∆r(n) were obtained without unfolding which is jus-
tified by the fact that the density of states for the system
of size L = 18 (and Hilbert space dimension ≈ 50000)
varies only marginally at the scale of 100 level spacings
relevant for ∆r(50). Interestingly, on the ergodic side of
the crossover, for W ≤ 2.4, the values of ∆r(n) for n ≥ 20
predicted by β-h model are consequently overestimating
the values for XXZ spin chain. Since the larger value
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FIG. 3. Left: level repulsion exponent β – a) and the range
h of interactions of eigenvalues – c) as a function of disorder
strength W in XXZ chain. Right: The collapse of the data
for β(W ) upon rescaling W → (W −WC)L1/ν – b) and for
h(W ) using W →W/L rescaling. Inset in panel d) shows the
dependence h(β) for various system sizes.
of ∆r(n) implies stronger level correlations at the scale
determined by n, this means that energy levels of β-h
model, not coupled directly in JPDF (3), are still corre-
lated more strongly than energy levels of the system in
ergodic-MBL crossover regime. For comparison, we show
prediction of β-Gaussian ensemble [57] in Fig. 2. While
the value of ∆r(1) for W = 2.6 is well reproduced by this
approach, as soon as one considers a few level spacings
scales (n ≥ 2), the values of ∆r(n) are severely overes-
timated showing that finite h is an essential feature of
level statistics in ergodic-MBL transition.
A simple perspective on level statistics in the ergodic-
MBL crossover is provided by β and h parameters as
shown in Fig. 3. In the ergodic phase, at small disor-
der strengths W , the level statistics are indistinguishable
from GOE, hence β = 1 and h → ∞. Upon increase
of W , the range of interactions h decreases. Finally, the
amount of level repulsion β diminishes. Notably, the sys-
tem size dependencies of h(W ) and β(W ) are markedly
different. The data for β(W ) can be collapsed upon
rescaling W → (W − WC)L1/ν with WC ≈ 3.4 and
ν ≈ 1.1, similarly to the scaling form used in [25] for
the average gap ratio r(1). On the other hand, data for
h(W ) collapse upon rescaling W → W/L. A similar de-
pendence for deviation of r(1) from value for GOE was
found recently in [59]. The scaling forms for β(W ) and
h(W ) seem to be contradictory, as the scaling of β(W )
predicts finite critical value of disorder strength WC for
transition to MBL phase, whereas behavior of h(W ) with
system size suggests that finite range of interactions be-
tween energy levels persists to disorder strength which
grows linearly with system size L. However, as inset in
panel d) in Fig. 3 shows, decrease of level repulsion β
is not unequivocally connected with decrease of inter-
action range h to unity. In fact, an opposite trend is
observed – with increasing system size, a fixed value of
β ∈ [0.5, 0.95] corresponds to larger and larger interac-
tion range h. Such a behavior contradicts the two-stage
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FIG. 4. Spectral form factor for system (3) of size L = 18 for
various disorder strengths W . Predictions of β-h model with
parameters the same as in Fig. 2 (data for W = 1.5 fitted
with β = 1, h = 30) are denoted by red dashed lines (for
τ < 0.005 SFF was replaced by exact value in τ = 0). Grey
dashed lines correspond to GOE and PS.
flow of level statistics across transition to MBL phase
proposed in [53].
Now, we turn to analysis of the spectral form factor
(SFF) which is defined as
K(τ) =
1
Z
〈∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
j
g(j)e
−iEjτ
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2〉
, (4)
where Z assures that K(τ)
τ→∞→ 1, spectrum is unfolded
and g() is Gussian function which vanishes at the edges
of spectrum reducing their influence [45]. The form of
SFF in disordered systems distinguishes two important
time scales: the Heisenberg time τH equal to the inverse
level spacing (τH ≡ 1 after unfolding), considered as an
upper bound on physically relevant time scales and Thou-
less time τTh which is the time scale beyond which SFF
admits universal GOE (GUE) form K(τ) ≈ 2τ [39, 59].
The existence of the two time scales is immediately rem-
iniscent of the JPDF of β-h model, where the correla-
tions between eigenvalues are of the GOE (GUE) form
on energy scales smaller than h level spacings so that
τTh is determined by h (for β = 1, 2) which constitues a
physical interpretation of the interaction range h in β-h
model. The SFF of XXZ spin chain is shown in Fig. 4
along with predictions of β-h model. Beyond the Heisen-
berg time τH , K(τ) = 1. For smaller τ , the SFF of XXZ
spin chain follows the GOE prediction down to the Thou-
less time τTh which decreases monotonically with disor-
der strength W . The behavior is captured by SFF of the
β-h model. For τ < τTh, an increase in the SFF of XXZ
chain is observed for disorder strengths W corresponding
to the ergodic side of the crossover, whereas SFF remains
constant for the β-h model. The latter behavior signals
weak correlations between eigenvalues of β-h model be-
yond energy scale determined by h, whereas the behavior
of SFF of XXZ spin chain indicates even weaker correla-
tions of its eigenvalues.
Random quantum circuit. Consider 1D chain of q-level
systems of length L with Floquet operator given by [60]
Wa1,...,aL;a′1,...,a′L = U
(1)
a1,a′1
. . . U
(L)
aL,a′L
e
i
∑
n ϕa′n,a′n+1 , (5)
where U (j) are unitary matrices that generate rotations
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FIG. 5. Distributions of higher order spacing ratios for
model (5) with L = 8 and q = 3 for various  are denoted by
markers. Lines correspond to β-h model. Grey dashed lines
correspond to P (r(n)) distributions for GUE and PS.
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FIG. 6. Spectral form factor for the random circuit (5) of
size L = 8 for various value of . Predictions of β-h model
with parameters the same as in Fig. 5 are denoted by red
dashed lines. Grey dashed lines correspond to GUE and PS.
at each site, chosen independently from Haar distribu-
tion, ϕan,an+1 are independent Gaussian random vari-
ables with zero mean and standard deviation  that de-
termine coupling between neighboring sites. The spec-
tral form factor is related to the Floquet operator via
K(t) =
〈
Tr[W t]Tr[(W †)t]
〉
where t is an integer and (4)
is recovered with g() = 1 for τ ∝ t. Analytic calcula-
tion [60] in the limit q → ∞ shows that the system is
chaotic in the thermodynamic limit, SFF follows predic-
tion for GUE: K(τ) = 2τ . For q = 3, numerical cal-
culations indicate that the system undergoes transition
between ergodic phase at  & 0.25 where the statistics
of eigenphases θj are of GUE type and MBL phase at
 . 0.25 with PS statistics. We now turn to analysis of
level statistics of (5) at finite L and q = 3.
Distributions of higher order spacing ratios (1) calcu-
lated for eigenphases θj of the are shown in Fig. 5. The
β-h model, in this case with level repulsion exponent
β ∈ [0, 2] and appropriately chosen range of interactions
h reproduces the distributions of higher order spacing
ratios faithfully. As shown in [45], the average values of
even higher order spacing ratios r(n) (n ∈ [1, 50]) are re-
produced by the β-h model with accuracy similar as in
the case of XXZ spin chain (c.f. Fig. 2). This suggests a
similar behavior of level statistics at larger energy scales
as in the case of XXZ spin chain. Fig. 6 shows the SFF
of the considered Floquet operator (5) with predicitions
of β-h model. The behavior of SFF is qualitatively very
similar to the case of XXZ spin chain, K(τ) follows the
prediction for GUE down to the Thouless time τTh, for
smaller τ , K(τ) plateaus – to that point it matches the
SFF of β-h model. On the ergodic side of crossover SFF
of the Floquet operator increases signaling weaker corre-
lations between eigenvalues than in the β-h model.
Discussion and outlook. We have analyzed level
statistics in the crossover between ergodic and MBL
regimes. Level statistics of the considered systems of
finite size depend on details of the problem [61]. The
proposed β-h model provides a simple framework that
allows to reproduce universal features of level statistics
of disordered interacting quantum many-body systems.
We have demonstrated that it captures the ergodic-MBL
crossover in the XXZ spin chain. Similarly [45], β-h
model is able to reproduce level statistics of disordered
Bose-Hubbard models that undergo ergodic-MBL transi-
tion [62, 63]. The β-h model grasps also level statistics
of the random quantum circuit in crossover between er-
godic and MBL phases in spite of broken time-reversal
symmetry. Notably, the only feature encoded in the Flo-
quet operator (5) is the locality of gates in the circuit
and as such the random circuit can be regarded as a toy
model of a generic disorder interacting quantum system.
All this taken together allows us to conjecture that β-h
model grasps universal, robust features of level statis-
tics of interacting disordered quantum many-body sys-
tems, independently, for instance, of local conservation
laws [64, 65].
The transition between chaotic and integrable regimes
in systems with chaotic classical counterparts [21, 66] is
system specific as it is determined by the structure of un-
derlying classical phase space [67]. Our analysis with β-h
model indicates that the opposite is true for disordered
interacting quantum many-body systems implying an ex-
istence of a robust mechanism of delocalization of LIOMs
that assure integrability and PS statistics in MBL phase.
Detailed understanding of such a mechanism remains an
open problem. Disordered interacting many-body sys-
tems spectral properties resemble level statistics at the
single particle Anderson localization transition [68, 69]
which could be expected as MBL can be regarded as An-
derson localization in the Hilbert space [70–72].
The β-h model is capable of reproducing distributions
of higher order spacing ratios, level spacing distributions,
number variance (see [45]) of systems in ergodic-MBL
crossover. It shows that the level statistics at energy
scales captured by those measures are effectively depen-
dent only on the level repulsion exponent β and the
range of interactions between eigenvalues h which sets
the Thouless time τTh at which the spectral form factor
deviates from the universal RMT predictions. It would
be interesting to compare this time scale to Thouless time
extracted from matrix elements of local operators [73, 74]
or from the return probability [75]. The considered β-h
model can be also used to probe the entanglement spec-
trum in MBL systems [76] or random fractonic circuits
[77] as it has been shown to hosts similar, local correla-
tions between energy levels. It would be interesting to
relate it to the associated multifractality observed deep
5in the MBL phase [78] or to properties of level dynamics
in ergodic-MBL crossover studied recently in [79].
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
Comparison of results with β-Gaussian ensemble
and other models of level statistics
The problem of description of level statistics in ergodic-
MBL crossover with plasma models has been addressed
a few times [53, 54, 56, 57]. In this section we give a
detailed comparison of results of the present work with
Ref. [57] and comment on differences with earlier works.
Ref. [57] considers β-Gaussian ensemble as model of
level statistics for ergodic-MBL crossover. The only pa-
rameter of the model is the level repulsion exponent β, for
β = 1 GOE is recovered. However, JPDF of β-Gaussian
ensemble with β < 1 still contains direct interactions
between all pairs of eigenvalues leading to very strong
correlations of eigenvalues at scales larger than a single
level spacing. Fig. 7 shows higher order spacing ratios
(n = 1, 3, 5, 8) of the XXZ spin chain along with fits
of β-h model and of β-Gaussian ensemble and clearly
demonstrates that while β-Gaussian ensemble is capa-
ble of reproducing distribution of the spacing ratio r(1),
the distributions of higher order spacing ratios r(n) for
n = 3, 5, 8 are not recovered. For each n = 3, 5, 8 the
distribution P (r(n)) for β-Gaussian ensemble is shifted
towards respective distribution for GOE. This demon-
strates that β-Gaussian ensemble describes eigenvalues
which are much more strongly correlated at scales be-
yond single level spacing than for a typical system in
ergodic-MBL transition. Fig. 8 shows the average higher
order spacing ratios ∆r(n) (with the value of r(n) for PS
subtracted). Clearly, predictions of β-Gaussian ensem-
ble severely overestimate ∆r(n) for n > 2. This demon-
strates necessity of introducing another parameter which
reduces amount of correlations between eigenvalues on
larger energy scales. This is exactly the role played by
the interaction range h in the β-h model.
A weighted short-range plasma model for level statis-
tics in ergodic-MBL crossover was considered in [56].
This model takes into account inter-sample randomness,
an important feature of MBL transition in random po-
tentials [80]. The JPDF of weighted short-range plasma
model is a weighted superposition of JPDF of the form
(S.2) (with integer h) and as such it is related to β-h
model. However, the necessity of reproducing the inter-
sample randomness requires an introduction of many
weight parameters. On one hand this makes use of the
weighted short-range plasma model complicated. On the
other hand, the simple picture of changes of interaction
range between eigenvalues and its relation to Thouless
time cannot be easily extracted due to the complexity
of the model. It must be noted however, that taking
into account the inter-sample randomness determined
by a sample-averaged spacing ratio [56] could dimin-
ish the (small) deviations in P (r(n)) between β-h model
and XXZ spin chain for disorder strengths W = 2.4, 2.6
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FIG. 7. Distributions of higher order spacing ratios for XXZ
spin chain are denoted by markers. The corresponding fits of
β-h model (with parameters as in the main text) are denoted
by colored lines. Orange lines correspond to β-Gaussian en-
semble, the parameters are β = 0.94, 0.52, 0.22 (from top to
bottom at r(n) = 1).
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FIG. 8. The average higher order spacing ratios ∆r(n)
of XXZ spin chain and β-h model with parameters as in the
main text. The orange lines correspond to β-Gaussian ensem-
ble with parameters β = 0.94, 0.84, 0.68, 0.52, 0.38, 0.26, 0.12
(from top to bottom). Grey dashed lines correspond to ∆r(n)
for GOE and PS respectively.
for which the inter-sample randomness is the largest at
L = 18.
A two-stage picture of flow [53] proposes that on the er-
godic side of the crossover level statistics are described by
plasma model with power-law interactions between eigen-
values which yields the following expressions for level
spacing distribution and number variance (variance num-
ber of eigenvalues in energy range (E,E + L)):
P (s) = C1s
βe−C2s
2−γ
and Σ2(L) ∝ Lγ (S.1)
with C1,2 determined by normalization conditions 〈1〉 =
〈s〉 = 1. The exponent β and γ play a role similar to β
and h parameters of the β-h model. However, as demon-
strated in [54], the predictions of (S.1) are not valid as
the number variance Σ2(L) in ergodic-MBL transition
grows linearly (or superlinearly) – see Fig. 10, contrary
to prediction of (S.1) where 0 < γ < 1 in the crossover
regime. Moreover, (S.1) is obtained on the mean-field
level [81], no other predictions for this model such as
JPDF are available. The second stage of the flow [53]
coincides with β-h model with h = 1. As we show, how-
ever, in the main text, the h(β) dependence is such that
the interaction ranges h for fixed β are increasing, hence
h becomes equal to unity only deep in the MBL regime.
Analytical expressions for β-h model
Restricting the range of interactions between eigenval-
ues as in the following JPDF
Pβh (E1, ..., EN ) = Z−1N ×
×
N∏
i=0
|Ei−Ei+1|β ...|Ei−Ei+bhc|β |Ei−Ei+bhc+1|β(h−bhc).
(S.2)
has profound consequences on spectral statistics. Semi-
analytical treatment [41] shows that for model with
JDPF (S.2) (with integer h), the number variance for
L 1 is given by
Σ2(L) = χL, (S.3)
where χ = 1/(βh + 1). The spectral rigidity of GOE
(GUE) which manifests itself in the logarithmic growth
of the variance Σ2(L) is replaced by a finite spectral com-
pressibility χ. Thus, a profound change in long-range
spectral correlations happens when h <∞. Interestingly,
we find that (S.3) is fulfilled with an excellent agreement
for β-h model as our Monte Carlo simulation shows for
arbitrary real β ∈ [0, 2] and h ∈ [1, 40].
A number of analytical results is available for h = 1
[82, 83]. A straightforward application of the method
of [41] shows that distributions of higher order spacing
ratios for h = 1 are given by
P (r(n)) =
(r(n))β+(β+1)(n−1)
((β + 1)((r(n)) + 1))2(β+1)n
. (S.4)
This constitutes a very good approximation of P (r(n))
for systems close to the MBL phase where h ≈ 1 and
provides analytical expressions for average higher order
spacing ratios r(n) (including PS for β = 0).
Spectral form factor of β-h model
Spectral form factor of β-h model is shown in Fig. 9.
For β = 1, SFF of β-h model follows prediction for GOE
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FIG. 9. Spectral form factor of β-h model. For τ < 0.003,
K(τ) was replaced by analytically determined value of K(0).
Grey dashed lines correspond to GOE and PS.
down to Thouless time τTh which depends on the inter-
action range h (roughly: τTh ≈ 2/(h+1)). SFF for β < 1
shows that it is possible to have spectral statistics with
h > 1 and τTh = τH = 1. This indicates that the scaling
of h(W ) with W → W/L in the ergodic-MBL crossover
for XXZ spin chain is not in contradiction with a finite
critical disorder strength WC for a transition to MBL
phase. We note that (S.3) implies that K(0) = 1/(βh+1)
– an analytical prediction for integer β and h which is
very well confirmed by numerical data for arbitrary β
and h as shown in Fig. 9.
Unfolding
One of the advantages of analysis of level statistics with
higher order spacing ratios r(n) is that they do not require
spectral unfolding, i.e. the level density ρ(E) cancels out.
This is of course valid only when n is such that ρ(Ei) and
ρ(Ei+2n) are not significantly different which seems to be
a plausible assumption when dimension of Hilbert space
is larger than few thousands.
The calculation of SFF of XXZ spin chain requires
application of spectral unfolding. To this end we con-
sider 40000 of eigenvalues from the center of spectrum
and fit the level staircase function [21] with a polyno-
mial of degree 10. To calculate K(τ) we use g(E) ∝
exp
(
(E − E¯)/(0.18∆E2)) (following [59]) where E¯ is av-
erage of the ground state and highest excited state en-
ergies and ∆E is standard deviation of energy in given
spectrum.
In order to obtain level spacing distribution and the
number variance of XXZ spin chain we consider 500
eigenvalues from the middle of the spectrum and we per-
form unfolding by fitting the level staircase function with
a third order polynomial.
Eigenphases θj of the random quantum Haar-measured
circuit are distributed uniformly in interval [0, 2pi], hence
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FIG. 10. Panel a) – level spacing distribution P (s) of XXZ
spin chain of size L = 18 for various disorder strengths W
are denoted by markers. Lines correspond to predictions of
β-h model with parameters as in the main text. Panel b) –
number variance Σ2(L) of XXZ spin chain and prediction of
β-h model.
no unfolding is required and SFF can be calculated di-
rectly from K(t) =
〈
Tr[W t]Tr[(W †)t]
〉
.
Level spacing distribution and number variance of
XXZ spin chain
Level spacing distribution and number variance of the
disordered XXZ spin chain in the ergodic-MBL crossover
are shown in Fig. 10. Level spacing distributions are very
faithfully reproduced by β-h model in the whole crossover
regime. There are, however slight deviations in the num-
ber variance Σ2(L) of XXZ spin chain and β-h model.
On the ergodic side of the crossover (W < 2.4) the β-
h model underestimates number variance of XXZ spin
chain indicating weaker long-range spectral correlations
of the latter, in agreement with the analysis of ∆r(n) in
this regime. For large W , the prediction of β-h model
overestimates the number variance of XXZ spin chain –
that is probably related to effects of a finite number of
eigenvalues ne from a single disorder realization which are
known to contribute as −L2/ne to the number variance
Σ2(L).
We note that results for the number variance Σ2(L)
are strongly dependent on the way the level unfolding is
performed, in view of that we conclude that the higher
order spacing ratios are more reliable in extracting infor-
mations about spectral correlations beyond single level
spacing. Furthermore, when one inspects tails s & 4 of
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FIG. 11. Distributions of higher order spacing ratios for
Bose-Hubbard model (S.5) of size L = 8 with N = 12 parti-
cles are denoted by markers, fits of β-h model to data with
W ≥ 7 are denoted by solid lines. Higher order spacings dis-
tributions (n = 1, 3, 5, 8) for W = 3 are indistinguishable from
appropriate distributions for GOE. Dashed lines correspond
to GOE and PS.
the level spacing distribution on the logarithmic scale,
deviations from predictions of β-h model are found. As
it was demonstrated in [56], such a behavior at large s is
associated with the large inter-sample randomness associ-
ated with ergodic-MBL transition in random potentials.
Level statistics of disordered Bose-Hubbard model
To provide further evidence that β-h model is able to
reproduce level statistics of interacting disordered quan-
tum many-body systems, we analyze higher order spacing
ratios in ergodic-MBL transition in a disordered Bose-
Hubbard model [62, 63] with Hamiltonian:
HB = −J
∑
〈i,j〉
aˆ†i aˆj +
U
2
∑
i
nˆi(nˆi − 1) +
∑
i
µinˆi, (S.5)
where a†i , ai are bosonic creation and annihilation oper-
ators respectively, the tunneling amplitude J = 1 sets
the energy scale, U = 1 is interaction strength and the
chemical potential µi is distributed uniformly in an inter-
val [−W ;W ]. This model undergoes transition to MBL
phase beyond critical disorder strength WC which de-
pends on interaction strength U .
Distribution of higher order spacing ratios (n =
1, 3, 5, 8) for the disordered Bose-Hubbard model are
shown in Fig. 11. The β-h model reproduces faithfully
distributions P (r(n)) in the whole crossover regime. We
note that the dependence h(β) is markedly different as
compared to the XXZ spin chain – here we find h = 2
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FIG. 12. Average higher order spacing ratios
for Bose-Hubbard model with disorder strengths W =
3, 7, 8.5, 10, 12, 15, 25 (from top to bottom) denoted by mark-
ers, predictions of β-h model fitted to data with W ≥ 7 with
parameters the same as in Fig. 11 are denoted by solid lines.
Level statistics for W = 3 are indistinguishable from GOE
statistics on the considered energy scale. Grey dashed lines
correspond to GOE and PS.
even when the level repulsion exponent β is close to 0.
Average higher order spacing ratios shown in Fig. 12 in-
dicate that long-range spectral statistics are also well
reproduced by the β-h model. In particular, the ten-
dency of β-h model to overestimate long-range spectral
correlations in XXZ spin chain is reversed in the case
of Bose-Hubbard model, indicating that this is a model
dependent feature.
Averages of higher order spacing ratios for quantum
random circuit
Average higher order gap ratios for the random quan-
tum circuit considered in the main text are shown in
Fig. 13. The β-h model gives a good account for the
spectral correlations reflected by ∆r(n). Notably, devia-
tions at n & 20 suggest also in this case that correlations
between eigenphases of the Floquet operator W in the
crossover regime are weaker than correlations predicted
by the β-h model.
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FIG. 13. The average higher order spacing ratios ∆r(n)
as function of n for  = 0.8, 0.5, 0.4, 0.33, 0.26, 0.15 (from top
to bottom) for the random quantum circuit are denoted by
markers. Corresponding fits of β-h model are denoted by
solid lines, the β, h parameters are the same as in the main
text. Grey dashed lines correspond to ∆r(n) for GUE and PS
respectively.
